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❖ Conclusions:

✓ Variation of SCT with 2° optical parameters follows 

definite pattern, influenced by the change in path length 

due to chromaticity and second order momentum 

compaction factor.

✓ Decoherence virtually non-existent at optimized 

point.

✓ Average spin tune ∆𝜈𝑠 = 0, when path lenghtening 

effects exactly compensate the longitudinal phase-

shift due to the distribution of momentum offset.

✓ Optimized point occurs at the point where the line 

joining the local maxima crosses the plane of zero spin 

tune spread.

✓ Global maximum SCT is sensitive to the optimized 

setting (more so at some working points than others).

• An Electric Dipole Moment is a fundamental property of a particle:
→ possible via CP violation
→ closely correlated with the matter-antimatter asymmetry.

• EDM of charged particles can be measured using storage rings:
→ Need polarised beams
→ EDM can be measured via vertical precession induced using radial electric fields

• A new Prototype ring which uses a special combination of electric and magnetic fields can be used to 
“freeze” the horizontal precession of protons.

• But EDMs are expected to be very tiny:
→ A precision experiment with frozen spin is needed!
→ Buildup of vertical polarisation will be gradual.
→ Particles in the bunch must remain aligned to each other for as long as possible

→ High Spin Coherence Time! (time taken for the bunch polarization to fall below Τ1 𝑒)
• In this poster, a method to optimize the quadrupole and sextupole settings (beam optical settings) to 

maximize the spin coherence time is presented.
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